Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning
Primary 7
Week 7
Literacy

Numeracy

Spelling Rule: Suffix -ly
Select 10 words. Copy NEATLY into your jotter 3
times using Look Cover Write Check.
Complete Task: Write a short paragraph using as
many words as possible. Can you use at least 10!
Make sure it still makes sense!!
Reading
Head to: https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk
At the top right hand side there is a button that says ‘My Class
Login’, click it and use
Username: Murrp7
Password: Monster1..
Click on:
‘My bookshelf’ and then choose an e-book that looks
interesting and appropriate to your ability and listen to it online.
Or read a book you have at home!
For your reading activity: Can you write down 5/7/10 questions
about what you have read? Then you could read the story to
someone in your home and get them to answer the questions.

Listening and Talking
Complete the Paramedic activity on the attached sheet.

Writing- Choose one of the story starters, on the
writing activity page, to create an imaginative piece
of writing. Have a look at the picture which
matches the sentences and use that for some
inspiration. Try to include some synonyms in your
writing. Do this by reading over your finished work
and looking for synonyms for some of the words
you have used.

Other Tasks

Area and Perimeter
What are area and perimeter? The area is the square
units inside a 2D Shape or in other words, the amount of
space taken by the shape. The perimeter on the other
hand is the length around the edge of a shape (the
outside of the shape).
If you need a reminder check the Maths Video’s in
Learning Resources and Videos: from week 1
(perimeter) and week 3(Area). Or remind yourself here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrv6jsg
Complete the worksheets on area and perimeter. Choose
mild, spicy or hot (why not challenge yourself and do more
than 1 level?)

Timestables
If you’re online, try the
times tables check:
https://www.themathsfacto
r.com/times-tablescheck/#/

Sum Dog
Log in to Sumdog and
check out the
challenges. Don’t forget
it’s not only for maths,
spelling and grammar
are there too.

Problem Solving- **Look out for a video to help you**
Check out this game:

Music and STEAM

Check out the music and STEAM channel on our P7H
team and see what Miss McDonald and Mrs Iles.
RME **Look out for a video to help you**

Curiosity underpins everything that RME does. In fact,
since RME deals with some of the biggest questions
around human existence, it could be argued that
curiosity is the reason why RME (and religion) actually
exists! Good RME takes a questioning and curious
approach to life – challenging and questioning the way
things are. Why does someone believe one thing
rather than another? What values do people have and
how do they put them into action? Why does one
religion pray while another meditates? (and are these
things the same?). How did the universe begin? Does
life have a purpose?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/ztnv9j6
Task: Have a look at videos in the above link and
choose two religions to compare and fill out the
worksheet on the attached sheet.

https://www.brain-games.co.uk/game/2048+Merge

Languages

Art- The Graphic Designer

Grammar- **Look out for a video to help you**

Complete the Language
Translating activity on
the attached sheet.

Use the attached sheet to find
information for this task/

L.I To understand and apply synonyms and antonyms.
-Synonyms are words that have the same meaning.
Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

Personal Study- **Look out for a video to help you**

Have a watch of the teaching video and then complete
the tasks.

Now you have collected all of your information, you are
going to create your presentation. Make sure you are
thinking about the layout, pictures and colours.

Writing Activity page
1. It was a hot day. The beach was hot and the
sky was blue. The palm trees moved in the
wind. The sea lapped the shore. The sand felt
nice.
2. The arch was covered in snow. It was cold.
There was lots of ice and snow.

3. The cave smelt dirty. The water was blue and
there was sun coming down. It was a bit scary.
4. There were lots of leaves and bushes. They
were covering the wall. In the wall there was
a door made from wood and there was a gate
in front of it.

5. The sky was lots of colours. It was purple and
blue and glittery. She was inside the wooden
hut next to the lake.
6. It was warm water and there were lots of
colourful fish swimming around.

MILD

SPICY

HOT

EXTRA HOT

Remember to find the area you need to use the formula area = length x breadth (a = l x b )
MILD

SPICY

Remember to find the area you need to use the formula area = length x breadth (a = l x b )
HOT

EXTRA HOT

Area and Perimeter extension

SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS worksheet (1)
WORD
lucky
beginning
definite
calm

SYNONYMS
fortunate
start
conclusive
tranquil

ANTONYM
unfortunate
end
inconclusive
stormy

The table is of some examples of synonyms and antonyms.
Match the words below, linking the word on the left to its synonym and antonym – one has been done for you.

WORD

SYNONYM

ANTONYM

special

diminutive

ordinary

generous

sincere

large

on time

beautiful

deceptive

angry

develop

stingy

small

different

regress

honest

punctual

ugly

pretty

giving

late

improve

upset

pleased

SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS worksheet (2)
Synonyms are words that have the same meaning.
Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

Suffix -ly

quickly
quietly
friendly
strangely
entirely
correctly
sadly
suddenly
slowly
softly

incorrectly
patiently
definitely
separately
immediately
accurately
anxiously
perfectly
certainly
roughly

insignificantly
inconsiderately
insincerely
insensitively
inaccurately
suspiciously
sufficiently
secretively
indecently
generously

RME worksheet

